[Systematic review on Bushen Huoxue ricipe in treating patients suffering from diminished ovarian reserve].
To systematically evaluate the efficacy and safety of Bushen Huoxue ricipe in treating patients suffering from diminished ovarian reserve. Databases such as CNKI, WanFang, VIP, CBM, PubMed, EMbase and Cochrane Library were searched on randomized controlled trial/quasi-randomized controlled trial about Bushen Huoxue ricipe in treating patients suffering from diminished ovarian reserve form the inception of the study until June 2017. The studies were screened according to inclusion and exclusion criteria. Risk of bias evaluation tools were adopted to conduct quality evaluation. Meta-analysis on outcome indicator was performed by RevMan Version 5.3 Software. Due to the different Bushen Huoxue recipe (observation group) and the different Western medicine(control group) of all included studies, the effect size was combined by the random effect model after the subgroup analysis or sensitivity analysis was performed. Eventually 11 trials were included, including 733 cases of patients. Results of Meta-analysis indicated that, Bushen Huoxue recipe had advantages over Western medicine on lowering FSH, increasing AMH and AFC, enhancing the Chinese medicine symptom curative effect; Bushen Huoxue recipe had no advantages over Western medicine on increasing E2; the advantages of Bushen Huoxue recipe were not clear on reducing FSH/LH and increasing total effective rate because of the different outcomes to compared with the different Western medicine; no serious adverse reaction appering from Bushen Huoxue recipe was reported in the including researches. Bushen Huoxue recipe has the clinical curative effect and high safety suffering from diminished ovarian reserve. However, limited by the poor quantity of studies, these conclusions remain to be examined by more center, more sample and high-quality studies.